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The predicted rate of binary black hole mergers from galactic fields can vary over several orders
of magnitude and is extremely sensitive to the assumptions of stellar evolution. But in dense stellar
environments such as globular clusters, binary black holes form by well-understood gravitational
interactions. In this letter, we study the formation of black hole binaries in an extensive collection
of realistic globular cluster models. By comparing these models to observed Milky Way and extra-
galactic globular clusters, we find that the mergers of dynamically-formed binaries could be detected
at a rate of ∼ 100 per year, potentially dominating the binary black hole merger rate. We also find
that a majority of cluster-formed binaries are more massive than their field-formed counterparts,
suggesting that Advanced LIGO could identify certain binaries as originating from dense stellar
environments.

INTRODUCTION

By the end of this decade, the Advanced LIGO and
Virgo detectors are expected to observe gravitational
waves (GWs), ushering in a new post-electromagnetic
era of astrophysics [1, 2]. The most anticipated sources
of observable GWs will be the signals generated by merg-
ers of binaries with compact object components, such as
binary neutron stars (NSs) or binary black holes (BHs).
While coalescence rates of NS-NS or BH-NS systems can
be constrained from observations, it is not currently pos-
sible to produce observationally-motivated rate predic-
tions for BH-BH mergers [3]. Typical detection rates of
binary BH (BBH) mergers in galaxies can span several
orders of magnitude from 0.4 yr−1 to 1000 yr−1 with
a fiducial value of ∼ 20 yr−1 [4]; however, these esti-
mates typically ignore the large numbers of BBHs that
are formed through dynamical interactions in dense star
clusters [5, 6].

The dynamical formation of BBHs is a probabilistic
process, requiring a very high stellar density. These con-
ditions are believed to exist within the cores of globular
clusters (GCs), very old systems of ∼ 105−106 stars with
radii of a few parsecs. Approximately 10 Myr after the
formation of a GC, the most massive stars explode as su-
pernovae, forming a population of single and binary BHs
with individual masses from ∼ 5M� to ∼ 25M� [7]. The
BHs, being more massive than the average star in the
cluster, sink to the center of the GC via dynamical fric-
tion, until the majority of the BHs reside in the cluster
core [8]. After this “mass segregation” is complete, the
core becomes sufficiently dense that three-body encoun-
ters can frequently occur [9], producing BBHs at high
rates. In effect, GCs are dynamical factories for BBHs:
producing large numbers of binaries within their cores
and ejecting them via energetic dynamical encounters.

In this letter, we use an extensive and diverse collec-
tion of GC models to study the population of BBHs that
Advanced LIGO can detect from GCs. We explore how
the observed parameters of a present-day GC correlate
with the distribution of BBH inspirals it has produced
over its lifetime. We then compare our models to the
observed population of Milky Way GCs (MWGCs) and
use recent measurements of the GC luminosity function
to determine a mean number of BBH inspirals per GC.
Finally, we combine these estimates with an updated es-
timate of the spatial density of GCs in the local universe
[10] into a double integral over comoving volume and in-
spiral masses to compute the expected Advanced LIGO
detection rate. We assume cosmological parameters of
ΩM = 0.309, ΩΛ = 0.691, and h = 0.677, consistent with
the latest combined Planck results [11].

COMPUTING THE RATE

We use a collection of 48 GC models generated by
our Cluster Monte Carlo (CMC) code, an orbit-averaged
Hénon-type Monte Carlo code for collisional stellar dy-
namics [12]. The models span a range of initial star
numbers (2 × 105 to 1.6 × 106), initial virial radii (0.5
pc to 4 pc), and consider low stellar metallicities (Z =
0.0005, 0.0001) and high stellar metallicities (Z = 0.005).
In addition, the code implements dynamical binary for-
mation via three-body encounters, strong three and four-
body binary interactions, and realistic single and binary
stellar evolution. See [13] for a complete description of
our code and the models used.

Previous studies have explored the contribution of
BBHs from GCs to the Advaned LIGO detection rate
[14–19]; however, the majority of these studies have re-
lied on either approximate analytic arguments or simpli-
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fied N -body models with N . 105 particles and have
assumed a single black hole mass of 10M�. The one ex-
ception is [17], which used a Monte Carlo approach to
model GCs of a realistic size (N = 5 × 105). However,
their study only considered GCs of a single mass, and
did not extrapolate that result to the observed distribu-
tion of GCs in the local universe. Ours is the first study
to compare models with all the relevant physics over a
range of masses to observed GCs. This comparison en-
hances our BBH merger rate by more than an order of
magnitude over previous results.

We express the rate of detectable mergers per year, Rd,
as the following double integral over binary chirp mass
(Mc ≡ (m1m2)3/5/(m1 +m2)1/5) and redshift:

Rd =

∫∫
R(Mc, z)fd(Mc, z)

dVc
dz

dts
dt0

dMcdz . (1)

This equation is similar to that found in [20, 21]. The
components of Eqn. 1 are as follows:

• R(Mc, z) is the rate of merging BBHs from GCs
with chirp mass Mc at redshift z.

• fd(Mc, z) is the fraction of sources with chirp mass
Mc at redshift z that are detectable by a single
Advanced LIGO detector.

• dVc/dz is the comoving volume at a given redshift
[22].

• dts/dt0 = 1/(1 + z) is the time dilation between
a clock measuring the merger rate at the source
versus a clock on Earth.

This letter focuses on estimating the rate, R(Mc, z),
using our collection of GC models. We assume the rate
can be expressed as the product of the mean number
of inspirals per GC, the distribution of those sources in
Mc − z space, and the density of GCs in the local uni-
verse, i.e. R(Mc, z) = 〈N〉 × P (Mc, z)× ρGC . The spa-
tial density of GCs in the local universe is taken to be
ρGC = 0.77 Mpc−3, based on recent measurements of
extragalactic GC systems [23] and modern near-infrared
Schechter functions [24]. Note that this estimate, com-
puted in the Supplemental Materials [10], is substantially
lower than the previous estimate of ρGC = 8.4 h3Mpc−3

from [14] that has been used in previous studies. We now
estimate the values of 〈N〉 and P (Mc, z).

MEAN NUMBER OF MERGERS PER CLUSTER

To determine the mean number of BBH inspirals pro-
duced by a GC, we use the collection of models to ex-
plore how the present-day observable parameters of GCs
relate to the number of BBHs it has produced over its
lifetime. To quantify the realism of a particlar model,
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FIG. 1. The number of BBH inspirals per model at 12 Gyr for
each of our 48 GC models as a function of final cluster mass.
We show the weighted linear regression (with 1σ uncertainties
on the slope) for the low and high metallicity models.

we compare the total masses and concentrations of our
models to GCs observed in the Milky Way. The con-
centrations are measured by considering the ratio of a
cluster’s core radius to its half-light radius, Rc/Rh. This
mass-concentration space is similar to the “fundamental
plane” of GCs described in [25], with Rc/Rh in place of
the King concentration [26].

Two trends emerge in our models. First, the total
number of BBH inspirals over 12 Gyr is nearly linearly
proportional to the final cluster mass. Second, the num-
ber of inspirals is higher for more compact clusters (those
with smaller Rc/Rh). Since the model coverage of the
Rc/Rh space is poorer than the coverage of the mass, and
since there are no detailed observations of extragalactic
GC concentrations, we elect to focus on the linear re-
lationship between a GC’s mass and the number of in-
spirals it has produced. We perform a weighted linear
regression for both low-metallicity and high-metallicity
GCs (Fig. 1). The weights are created by generating a
kernel density estimate (KDE) [27] of the MWGCs in
the fundamental plane, then measuring the probability
of each model as reported by the KDE. In other words,
GC models that are more likely to represent draws from
the distribution of MWGCs are more heavily weighted.

We compute the mean number of inspirals per GC by
multiplying the linear relationships from Fig. 1 by the
mass distribution of GCs. Recent work [28] has suggested
that the distribution of GC luminosities is universal and
well-described by a log-normal distribution:

dN

d logL
= N0 exp

(
− (logL− logL0)2

2σ2
L

)
(2)

with logL0 = 5.24 and σL = 0.52. Assuming a mass-
to-light ratio of 2 in solar units [28, 29], we convert this
luminosity function to a mass function. We then compute
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the average number of inspirals per GC by integrating the
linear relationship over the normalized GC mass function.
The results for both metallicities and different high-mass
cutoffs are shown in Table I.

Mass Cutoff

Metallicity 4 × 106M� 2 × 107M� 2 × 108M�

Low 430 967 1512

High 830 1954 3103

TABLE I. The mean number of inspirals per GC over 12 Gyr.
The result depends on our choice of maximum GC mass. We
consider cutoffs of 4 × 106M� (the approximate mass of the
most massive MWGC, ω Cen), 2 × 107M� (the approximate
cutoff used in [28]), and 2 × 108M� (the mass of the ultra-
compact dwarf M60-UCD1 [30]).

DISTRIBUTION OF INSPIRALS

The numbers quoted in Table I provide us with the
mean number of BBH inspirals from a GC over 12 Gyr.
We could use this average rate to compute a detection
rate for Advanced LIGO. However, it is qualitatively ob-
vious that the mass distribution of BBH sources is not
constant in time (Fig. 2).

Therefore, we must use the distribution of BBH in-
spiral events over time from GCs to compute the rate.
We select inspirals randomly from each of our models,
drawing more inspirals from models with higher weights
according to the following scheme:

W (M,Rc/Rh) =
KDEMWGC(M,Rc/Rh)

KDEModels(M,Rc/Rh)
(3)

where the weight, W (M,Rc/Rh), of a model with mass
M and compactness Rc/Rh at 12 Gyr is defined by the
ratio of the MWGC KDE at M,Rc/Rh divided by the
KDE of the models themselves, evaluated at M,Rc/Rh.
The reason for these weights is as follows: we wish to
draw more samples from models that are more likely to
represent MWGCs, but because our collection of models
is drawn from a different distribution (the initial condi-
tions from [5]), we cannot simply draw inspirals at ran-
dom from each model according to how well it repre-
sents real GCs. To do so would bias our samples with
the distribution that results from our initial conditions.
By dividing the probability of a model representing a
MWGC by the probability density of our collection of
models, our scheme naturally corrects for this. Mod-
els unlikely to represent MWGCs have small numerators
and low weights. Models with no neighboring models
that are likely to represent MWGCs have large numera-
tors and small denominators, yielding high weights. Con-
versely, models with neighbors that are likely to represent

MWGCs will have large numerators and large denomina-
tors, yielding smaller weights; however, as we will select
some number of inspirals from each of these neighboring
models, the cumulative effect is the same.
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FIG. 2. A sampe distribution of inspirals in redshift from
the set of models. The redshift is computed by assuming
that the difference between the present day and the inspiral
time corresponds to the cosmological lookback time at a given
redshift (e.g. [22]). The number of inspirals drawn from each
model is proportional to its weight, or how similar it is to
the observed distribution of MWGCs. Inspirals of BBHs that
were formed primordially are indicated with stars (merged in
the cluster) and diamonds (ejected before merger). Inspirals
of BBHs formed dynamically are shown as squares (in-cluster)
and circles (ejected). Note that there are no binaries that are
formed by binary stellar evolution with chirp masses greater
than ∼ 13M� (dashed line). This result is consistent across
all models. The blue shaded regions illustrate the regions
of parameter space where 50%, 10%, and 1% of sources are
detectible by Advanced LIGO.

We show a sample distribution of the chirp masses
versus redshift in Fig. 2. We distinguish between two
different BBH formation channels: primordial and dy-
namical. We define primordial BBHs as those that are
formed from the supernovae of two main sequence stars
in a binary, and whose components were never bound
to any other star before merger; conversely, we define
dynamical binaries as those that are either formed from
two isolated BHs via a three-body encounter, or formed
from a higher-order dynamical encounter (a binary-single
or binary-binary interaction forming a new binary pair).
Primordial binaries can still have their orbital parame-
ters modified by dynamics (via a strong encounter with
another BH or BBH), as long as the encounter leaves
the primordial BBH intact. One immediately appar-
ent feature is the bi-modality between primordial and
dynamical BBHs. Over all of our models, the highest
chirp mass that is formed by pure binary stellar evolu-
tion is Mc ∼ 13M�, as systems with larger progenitors
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are distrupted by the supernova kick. This implies that
any source from our models with a detected chirp mass
greater than ∼ 13M� could only have formed dynami-
cally.

To compare this result to BBHs formed in the field, we
generated two additional CMC models, each containing
5×106 binaries and different metallicites (Z = 0.005 and
Z = 0.0005). These models were computed without two-
body relaxation, binary formation, or strong encounters,
and only considered the physics of binary stellar evolu-
tion. In this dynamics-free environment, the maximum
chirp mass of any BBH wasMc ∼ 13M�. Although this
result depends on the metallicity and the physics of stel-
lar evolution, it does suggest that GC dynamics forms
BBHs consistently more massive than those in the field

DETECTION RATE

We now compute the expected rate of signals de-
tectable by Advanced LIGO. To compute the fraction
of detectable sources, fd(Mc, z), we use gravitational
waveforms that cover the inspiral, merger, and ringdown
phases of a compact binary merger (known as IMRPhe-
nomC waveforms [31]) and compute the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) using the projected zero-detuning, high-
power configuration of Advanced LIGO [32]. We then
marginalize over binary orientation and sky location to
determine what fraction of sources at a given chirp mass
and redshift yield an SNR > 8. This approach is identi-
cal to that found in [21]. Note that we have assumed all
binary components have equal masses in order to sim-
plify the integral. This assumption is well-justified, as
the dynamically-formed BBHs in our models have sim-
ilar component masses. We assume all BHs to be non-
spinning.

Our distribution of inspirals, P (Mc, z), is generated
by creating a KDE of the inspirals in Fig. 2. Since each
“draw” of inspirals will produce a slightly different distri-
bution, we compute P (Mc, z) 1000 times, and then take
the mean of Eqn. 1 for those 1000 draws. We find that a
single Advanced LIGO detector operating at design sen-
sitivity will detect ∼ 100 BBHs per year from GCs. Of
those about 2/3 will originate from low-metallicity GCs
and the rest from high-metallicity GCs, assuming 76% of
GCs are low metallicity (consistent with the MWGC dis-
tribution). Approximately 80% of these sources will have
chirp masses greater than 13(1+z)M�, meaning that the
majority of BBHs detectable by Advanced LIGO from
GCs could only havie formed dynamically.

The majority of these BBH sources will be detected at
low redshifts. For low-metallicity clusters, the distribu-
tion of detectible sources in redshift peaks at z ∼ 0.3,
while for high-metallicity clusters the distribution peaks
at z ∼ 0.24. In both cases, 90% of detectable sources are
located at z . 0.57.

To obtain a rough estimate of the uncertainty on this
prediction, we perform a simple error analysis that con-
siders the optimistic and conservative rates that would
be obtained by varying our assumptions and selecting
the ±1σ estimates of certain quantities. For the conser-
vative estimate, we assume that the GC mass function
truncates at the mass of ω Cen (4 × 106M�), and that
the spatial density of GCs is ρGC = 0.32 Mpc−3 (the con-
servative estimate from the Supplemental Materials). We
also recompute the rate using the −1σ uncertainty from
the regression in Fig. 1 and the lower standard deviation
of our 1000 draws of R(Mc, z). This yields a conserva-
tive estimate of ∼ 20 BBH inspirals per year. Conversely,
if we assume the most optimistic truncation mass for GC
mass function (2×108M�), the most optimistic GC spa-
tial density (ρGC = 2.3 Mpc−3, the optimistic estimate
from [10], similar to the value used in previous studies),
and the +1σ uncertainties on the linear regression and
R(Mc, z), we find an optimistic rate of ∼ 700 BBH inspi-
rals per year. This range is primarily influenced by the
uncertainty in the GC spatial density and the truncation
mass of the GC mass function.

CONCLUSION

In this letter, we compared new GC models computed
with our CMC code to the observed distributions of
Milky Way and extragalactic GCs to predict the expected
rate of BBH inspirals from realistic GCs. We determined
a linear relationship between the present-day mass of a
GC and the number of BBH inspirals produced by that
cluster. By combining this with the universal GC lumi-
nosity function and a new estimate for the spatial den-
sity of GCs, we were able to predict the mean density
of BBH inspirals from GCs in the local universe. Then
by weighting our models according to their similarity to
the observed distribution of MWGCs, we created a dis-
tribution of inspiral sources in chirp mass and redshift.
Finally, by combining this with the anticipated sensitiv-
ity of Advanced LIGO, we estimated a detection rate of
∼ 100 BBH inspiral events per year from GC sources.
With highly conservative assumptions, this rate drops to
∼ 20 events per year, while highly optimistic assumptions
pushes the rate as high as ∼ 700 events per year.

We also found that no BBHs with chirp masses above
∼ 13M� were formed from a primordial binary. In other
words, every inspiral with Mc > 13M� in our models
was formed by dynamical processes alone. This could, in
theory, provide an easy way to discriminate between bi-
naries that were formed dynamically versus those formed
by binary stellar evolution; however, this result is highly
dependent on the physics of supernova kicks and the frac-
tion of ejected supernova material which falls back onto
the newly formed BH, both of which remain poorly con-
strained. In addition, recent work has suggested that the
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mass distribution of chirp masses for BBHs produced by
stellar evolution can reach as high as Mc ∼ 30M�, de-
pending on the physics of the common envelope [33]. As
such, this result should be treated as a proof-of-principle,
and not a concrete physical claim. Investigations to bet-
ter understand the relationship between this formation
cutoff, the distribution of supernovae kicks, and the fall-
back fraction, are currently underway.

Finally, the number of BHs formed is entirely depen-
dent on the choice of the initial mass function. Although
our choice of IMF is typical for studies of this type, a
variation of 1σ in the slope of the high-mass end of the
IMF can produce significant differences in the number
of BBHs. Investigations to quantify this effect are also
underway.
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